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For the educators among us who care about the Open Access Movement, are we prepared for what 
comes in a post-OA world? Suppose that Plan-S (or another initiative with similar objectives) succeeds in 
making vast quantities of previously paywalled scientific literature openly available to anyone with an 
Internet connection. 
On one hand, it's the utopia we've fought for: our best ideas, set free to circulate among the minds who 
will incorporate them toward solving the big issues humanity faces. On the other hand, what if scientific 
literature becomes weaponized in the same way that journalism has in recent years, where legitimate 
work gets sewn with seeds of doubt, and bad-faith efforts gain more traction than they deserve. When our 
research institutions continue to have trouble assessing science literature, to what measure should 
laypersons hold themselves? 
In this cheery presentation, we will imagine a possible dystopia of our own creation, followed by a 
discussion of tools, tech, and approaches that could be used in an undergraduate education setting to 
make our future scientists better research communicators and our future citizens better research 
consumers. 
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A New Case for Undergraduate Meta-Scientific Literacy
Agenda:
● Case for a Conceptual Framework 
○ Post-OA world
○ Distrust & #FakeScience
○ Open Science: Public School of Thought
● Practical Examples
○ Researcher Roles









● How is research judged?








Benedikt Fecher & Sascha Friesike, eds. 
● Open Science: One Term, 








Public School of Open Science
● Accessibility
○ Can it be widely accessed?
● Comprehensibility














Public School of Open Science
● Accessibility
○ Can it be widely accessed?
● Comprehensibility
○ Can it be widely comprehended?
Peter Gleick, January 15, 2019
Climate Debates: On Data and Denial
http://blog.lareviewofbooks.org/provocations/climate-debates-data-denial/
Agenda:
● Case for a Conceptual Framework ✔
○ Post-OA world
○ Distrust & #FakeScience
○ Open Science: Public School of Thought
● Practical Examples
○ Researcher Roles







New (ahem) researcher mandates for publications?
● Layperson/simplified abstracts
● Publishing with open peer-reviews
● Publishing with open citations
● Posting data sets, protocols, lab notebooks, etc.
Researcher Roles
Other ideas for researchers:
● Host podcasts or guest on them
○ Everything Hertz; Ipse Dixit; The Weeds
● Design grants with citizen scientists in mind









Tools & Technology: CrossMark
https://www.crossref.org/services/crossmark/
Tools & Technology: Scholarcy & Get the Research
https://www.scholarcy.com/ & http://gettheresearch.org/
Tools & Technology: Scite
https://www.scite.ai/
Tools & Technology: Metafact
https://www.metafact.io/






● Science meets art
● Assign podcasts in place of readings on occasion
● Campus Scholars Week / Posters at the Capitol
● Teach research using the public library
Student Activities: Wikipedia edit-a-thons
Student Activities: Science meets art
Student Activities: Assign podcasts
Student Activities: Campus Scholars Week / Posters at the Capitol
Student Activities: Teach research using the public library
Agenda:
● Case for a Conceptual Framework ✔
○ Post-OA world
○ Distrust & #FakeScience
○ Open Science: Public School of Thought
● Practical Examples ✔
○ Researcher Roles
○ Tools & Technology
○ Student Activities
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